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Perl 

Basic Syntax 

Other Operators and Functions 
 The double-asterisk operator , a ** b, gives a to the power of b 

 A string enclosed by a pair of backticks, `...` , is firstly interpolated if it contains variables and 

then executed as a system command. 

 The conditional operator is the only ternary operator in Perl. It has the format: 

CONDITION ? THEN : ELSE 

 If the condition is true, then the THEN part is evaluated and its return value becomes the value 

of the whole expression. Otherwise the ELSE part is evaluated and returns a value as the value 

of the whole expression. For example: 

$max = $a > $b ? $a : $b; # $max is assigned the value $a if it is greater than $b 

 rand(max) retrieve the next pseudorandom number less than (max) 

Logical Operators 
 And: &&, and 

 Or: ||, or 

 Not: !, not 

 The not, or and and operators have lower precedence than !, || and && 

 Note that these logical operators do not return Boolean values, as there is no such thing in Perl. 

Instead they return the last value evaluated as 'true' (i.e. non-zero or empty string) 

$value = $option1 || $option2 || $option3 || 100; # 100 is the default if none are true 

Comparison Operators 
 Greater than: > (numbers), gt (strings) 

 Less then: < (numbers), lt (strings) 

 Equal to: == (numbers), eq (strings) 

 Not equal to: != (numbers), ne (strings) 

 Greater than or equal to: >= (numbers), ge (strings) 

 Less than or equal to: <= (numbers), le (strings) 

Special Variables 
 $_ : the default variable for many functions and operators 

 For example, the following two blocks of code are equivalent: 

while (<>) {  
   print; 
   chomp; 
   print "This line contains perl" if /perl/; 
   my @array = split; 
   foreach (@array) { 
      print; 
   } 
} 

while ($_ = <>) {  
   print $_; 
   chomp $_; 
   print "This line contains perl" if $_ =~ /perl/; 
   my @array = split " ", $_; 
   foreach $_ (@array) { 
      print $_; 
   } 
} 

 There is only one $_, which acts like a variable to hold any temporary values. Modifying its value 

will affect all the functions and operators which are reading from this variable 
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 If you want to manipulate $_ by operators which do not take $_ as the default operand, then 

you need to explicitly provide the variable 

 Note that $_ is a global variable, so you cannot be selfish about it, meaning declare it as "my" 

 @_: This special array is also global. Therefore you can not define it as "my", but "local" 

 It is primarily used as the special array for passing parameters into subroutines. Inside a 

subroutine, this array is localized. The original/external values in the array are not affected by 

the internal modification 

 @ARGV: This special array is the array of command line arguments of the current script 

 For example, if you run a script as: 

>myscript.pl -x file1 file2 

then @ARGV contains 3 elements: ( "-x", "file1", "file2"). 

References 
 A Perl reference is a scalar variable which can refer to some kind of "referent", such as a scalar 

variable, an array, a hash, a function, a number, or even a file handle 

 References are similar to pointers in C. They stores the physical address of their targets 

 Creating a reference in Perl is straightforward, by the backslash operator, \, followed by the 

target. Outside of a regular expression, backslash is not a meta-character any more 

 Dereferencing is to access the target variable that is referred by the reference. Just add the 

corresponding type identifier in front of the reference: $ for scalars, @ for arrays, % for hashes, 

& for functions 

 If you apply the backslash operator on a list, then a list of references is returned. Each element 

in the returned list is the reference to the corresponding element in the original list 

@refArray = \($var, @array, %hash, &code, *FILE); # this is the same as line below 

@refArray = (\$var, \@array, \%hash, \&code, \*FILE); 

Variables 
 Variables are not strongly-typed. No declaration of data type is required 

 Perl is case sensitive. Variables $var, $Var, and $VAR are all different. 

 Variables all have a special character in front of the variable name as the prefix 

o $ for scalar variables such as $item 

o @ for arrays such @array 

o % for hash such %book 

Scalar Variables 
 Scalar variables can hold various data types: 

 Strings 

 Integers 

 Floats 

 Scientific literals 

 References 

Scope of Variables 
 Defining variable scopes when 'use strict' is in place: 

o my: The declared variable/variables exist only within the innermost block (and 

subroutine, file or eval) 
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o local: Not really local, but to create a local copy of a pre-defined variable within the 

innermost block. The original value is restored after the block 

o our: Allows for global variables. By default, meaning if the visibility of a variable has not 

been declared, then this variable is global 

o Example: 

if ($a < 6) 

{ 

 my $b = "seven"; 

 print $b; # this will work 

} 

print $b; # this will not work, as $b is not defined outside the if statement 

Boolean Variables 
 There is NO true and false in Perl as Boolean values. Any scalar value that doesn't evaluate to 0 

or empty string, "", is true 

 $a = 5; print "True" if ($a);          # True, a non-zero number 

 $b = 0; print "True" if ($b);          # Not true 

 $c = "String"; print "True" if ($c);   # True, a non-empty string 

 $d = "0"; print "True" if ($d);        # Not true, it evaluates to zero! 

 $e = ""; print "True" if ($e);         # Not true 

 $f = "0.0"; print "True" if ($f);      # TRUE!! Treated as a non-empty string! 

 $g = "00"; print "True" if ($g);       # TRUE!! Treated as a non-empty string! 

String Methods 
 Concatenate strings using , or . Plus does not work - it will evaluate the strings as integers and 

add them 

 chomp(string): removes straining \n character 

 chop(string): remove the last character from a string 

 length(string): returns the length of the string 

 lc(string): converts the string to lowercase 

 split("deliminator",string): split string by deliminator and return array 

Control Flow 

If Statement 
 Basic syntax: 

if (condition) { 

   code for true; 

} 

elsif (condition b) { 

   code for condition b, and condition a is false 

} 

else { 

   code for false; 

} 

 "if" statements must use a block, even there is only one statement in the block 
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While and Until 
 Basic syntax: 

while ($speed <= 60) {  

   print "Accelerating! The current speed is $speed km\/h\n"; 

   $speed++; 

} 

until ($speed > 60) {  

   print "Accelerating! The current speed is $speed km\/h\n"; 

   $speed++; 

} 

 Both while and until loops can work with do 

do {  

   print "Accelerating! The current speed is $speed km\/h\n"; 

   $speed++; 

} while ($speed <= 60); 

For and Foreach 
 Basic syntax: 

for (my $speed = 0; $speed <= 60; $speed ++) {  

   print "Accelerating! The current speed is $speed km\/h\n"; 

} 

 The foreach loop iterates through every element of a list of scalars, or every element of an array 

@array = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6); 

 foreach my $element  (@array) { 

   print "$element\n";             # print every element in the array 

} 

 The foreach loop can iterate through a hash (a Perl construct we'll discuss next week) 

foreach my $key (keys %hash) { 

   print "$key -> $hash{$key}\n"; 

} 

Loop Control 
 In Perl, a sequence of statements that are delimited by braces ({ and }) is called a block. Blocks 

can be given a label: 

LABEL: { 

   ... 

} 

 The last statement acts like the break statement in C or Java. It terminates the loop immediately 

LOOP1: while ($speed <= 60) {  

   last LOOP1 if redlight();   # Brake if there is a red-light!  

} continue {$speed ++; } 

 The next statement acts like the continue statement in C or Java. It ignores the remaining 

statements in the block, and continues on to the next iteration 

 The redo statement restarts the block without re-evaluating the condition 
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Data Structures 

Arrays 
 An array is simply a list of literals which can be in any data type 

 An array is named using the identifier @, such as @array 

 Define an array by 

@myArray = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5); 

 Mixture of data types is fine  

@myArray = (1, -2.6e5, "test", O77); 

 To delete an array: 

undef @yourArray; 

 Individual elements in an array can be accessed by their indices. Note the identifier here is 

$ rather than @, because each element holds a scalar value, not a list: 

$temp = $myArray[2] 

 Perl supports negative indices: -1 means the last element, -2 is the second last element 

 You can join multiple arrays together as single (one-dimensional) array: 

@combined = (@array1, @array2, @array3); 

 An array evaluated in scalar context evaluates as its size: 

my $size = @array 

 Declaring an array of arrays: 

my @stuff = ( 

 ['apple', 'orange', 'banana'], 

 [42, 1234], 

 ['some', 'more', 'stuff', 'here'], 

 ['assorted', 100, 0.7, 'hello'] 

); 

Array Functions 
 pop: removes the last element from the array and returns the value of that element 

my @array = (1, 2, 3, 4); 

my $a = pop @array;      # $a is 4 and @array is 1, 2, 3 

 push: adds a list onto the end of the array. It returns the size of the new array 

my @array = (1, 2, 3, 4); 

my $a = push @array, (5 .. 8);     # $a is 8 and @array is 1 to 8 

 shift: similar to pop, but removes the first element rather than the last one 

my @array = (1, 2, 3, 4); 

my $a = shift @array;     # $a is 1 and @array is 2, 3, 4 

Hashes 
 Hashes are also known as associative arrays or dictionaries. It associates a keyword (often 

referred to as a key) to a value 

 Keys are unique in one hash, but there can be duplicate values for different keys in one hash 

 Keys must be strings 

 To define an empty hash: 

%myHash; # Nothing in this hash 

 To add pairs of key and value into a hash (note the identifier is $, because it refers to one scalar 

value, not the entire hash) 
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$myHash{'Bill'} = "Perl Programmer"; 

 Hashes can also be defined as lists: 

%examResult = ( Darcy => 68,  

Simon => 90,  

Laura => 85,  

Patrick => 72); 

Hash Functions 
 keys: It returns a list of all the keys in the specified hash 

my %examResult = ('Darcy', 68, 'Simon', 90, 'Laura', 85, 'Patrick', 72); 

 foreach my $key (keys %examResult) 

{  

   print "$key => $examResult{$key}\n"; 

} 

 hash: Similar to keys function, returns a list of all values in the same order as in keys 

 delete: It deletes one element of the hash. 

delete $examResult{'Laura'};         # delete Laura from the hash 

 foreach my $key (keys %examResult) 

{ 

   delete $examResult{$key};         # delete everything. 

} 

 exists: tests whether the specified key existed in a hash 

print "Entry exists\n"  if exists $examResult{'Bill'}; 

Functions 

Defining and Calling Functions 
 To declare a function or subroutine: 

sub myMessage 

{ 

   print "That is all I want to say\n"; 

} 

 Calling a function can be done in any of these ways: myMessage; myMessage(); myMessage($a, 

$b, $c); myMessage $a, $b, $c; 

 A subroutine can be defined before or after the statements which call this subroutine 

 There is no need to specify the parameters of a subroutine while defining the subroutine 

Return Statements 
 A Perl subroutine is able to return not just a scalar value, but an entire list (but only one list). So 

multiple values can be returned from one subroutine call 

sub firstLast {                    # To return the first and the last parameter 

   return shift, pop;              # return a two-element list. 

} 

 Group assignment can be used here to assign multiple variables: 

my ($first, $last) = firstLast @array; # or, = firstLast(@array); 

# $first is a, $last is 5 

 If there is no return statement, a subroutine returns the last value that has been evaluated 
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Parameters 
 In many other languages, a function call passes the values of the parameters, not the references. 

Modifying these values inside the function does not change the actual values of these 

parameters outside the function, unless their references are passed as the parameters 

 In Perl, the parameters are automatically passed as references. Inside changes do affect the 

actual values 

sub absList {                    

   foreach my $i (@_) 

   { 

      $i = abs($i);  # @list = (-2,2,4,-4) becomes @list (2, 2, 4, 4) 

   } 

} 

File Handing 

Opening and Reading Files 
 To open a file use: open FILEHANDLE, EXPRESSION, e.g. open MYFILE, "someTxtFile.txt"; 

 Often it is used with "or die", since there is no guarantee of a successful file opening. The 

specified file might not exist or the file could be damaged  

open MYFILE, "someTxtFile.txt" or die "Error in opening the file\n"; 

 Closing a file-handle after finishing with it is always a good idea, although it is not absolutely 

necessary in Perl : close MYFILE 

 The line input operator < >, or the angle operator is for reading lines from a file-handle. Each 

element of that array contains one line. The operator  will return false if it reaches the end of 

the file 

my @contents = <$filehandle>; 

Writing to Files 
 Writing to a function is similar to printing output on the screen, however you must first open 

the file in write-enabled mode (>): 

open my $fh, ">textfile.txt" or die "File creation failed: $!"; 

print $fh "Hello World\n"; 

 To add new content at the end of an existing file, open in the append mode (>>): 

open my $fh, ">>textfile.txt" or die "File operation failed: $!"; 

print $fh "Hello World\n"; 

Directories 
 To open a directory named as src: 

opendir my $dir, "src" or die "Cannot open the source code directory !"; 

my @files = readdir $dir; 

closedir $dir; 

 The function readdir reads the content of a directory and returns an array in which each 

element is one item in that directory 

File-Related Functions 
 chdir to change the current working directory 

 mkdir to create a directoryrename to change the name of a file 

 rmdir to remove a directory 
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 stat to provide the statistics for a file. It returns a 13-element array 

 flock (FH, LOCK_EX): lock a file to cannot be read or written to 

Regular Expressions 

Matching 
 The basic syntax of a pattern matching expression is: 

m/<pattern>/ 

 A pattern matching expression can be bound with another expression by binding operators =~ 

or !~ ("contains" and "does not contain", respectively). If there is no binding operator, then the 

matching performs on the hidden special variable $_ 

 A pattern matching expression without any modifiers generally returns 1 for true or the empty 

string "" or false 

 If sub-patterns are used in pattern matching in list context, then these special variables, $1, $2, 

$3, ... are returned as a list: 

$_ = "Larry has a little little little camel"; 

my ($who, $what) = /^(\w+).*(\b\w+)$/; 

 In this example, (\w+) matches with Larry which is then stored in $1, and (\b\w+) matches with 

camel which is then saved in $2. These two values are returned to $who and $what 

Substitution 
 The basic syntax for substitution is: 

s/<pattern>/<replacement>/ 

 Substitution can work on an expression if it is bound to the expression by a =~. It works on $_ if 

the binding operator is absent 

 The substitution only happens on the first occurrence of <pattern>. If you would like to replace 

all occurrences, add the modifier g for global replacement: 

$_ = "Larry has a little camel, little camel, little camel"; 

$_ =~ s/camel/lamb/g; 

Now $_  is "Larry has a little lamb, little lamb, little lamb". 

 A substitution expression returns the number of successful replacement. If the pattern is not 

found, then it returns the empty string "" 

Translation 
 The basic syntax is: 

tr/<search list>/<replacement list>/ 

 The translation operator scans through the string bound by =~, or $_, character by character 

and replaces a character in the search list with its corresponding character specified in the 

replacement list 

 Translation operator returns the number of occurrence of the characters in search list 

$_ = "Larry has a little camel, little camel, little camel"; 

tr/ca/CA/; 

Now $_ contains "LArry hAs A little CAmel, little CAmel, little CAmel". 

Modifiers 
 These are always placed at the end of the expression 

 /i: ignore cases 

 /g: match globally, returning all matches as elements in a single list 
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 /x: ignore whitespace 

 /e (for substitution only): evaluate the replacement as perl code and then use the result as the 

substitute for the pattern 

 /d (for translation only): deletes all characters that are matched but not replaced 

 Multiple modifiers can be included as follows: 

print "Camel!\n" if /$pattern l/xgi; 

Modules 

The Basics 
 Modules are equivalent to libraries or packages in other languages 

 To import a module, the syntax is "use <module>" or "require <module>" 

 Pragmatic modules affect the compilation process, whereas standard modules provide 

additional functionality to Perl itself 

 To instantiate an object from a class, use the syntax $object = new <classname>, or alternatively 

$object = <classname>->new 

 Method invocation can be written in two ways (with the arrow operator or without): 

Class -> method (<parameter list>); 

$object -> method (<parameter list>); 

method Class (<parameter list>); 

method $object (<parameter list>); 

Defining Modules 
 begin with package <package name> 

 include a $VERSION variable 

 define subroutines as usual 

 Include a 'new' subroutine of a particular format - this is the constructor. The constructor takes 

a reference to the object's parent class, binds the object to that reference, and then returns the 

reference. If you use the ref function to test the type of the blessed reference, then it would 

give you the name of the package! 

 rend with '1;' - this is so the compiler can tell that a module has loaded successfully 

Example Module 
package trivial;              # Package Name 

use strict; 

 our $VERSION = 1.0;            # Version 

 sub new {  

   my $self = {}; 

   return bless $self;         # Bless! 

} 

 sub printmsg {  

   print "I'm trivial\n"; 

} 

 1;   

Important Modules 
 Net::FTP, Net::POP3, Net::SMTP: a family of networking modules supporting network services 

such as FTP, email, etc 
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 MIME: a family of modules supporting advanced email functionality including non ASCII text, 

non-text attachments, etc 

 CGI: a module for implementing common gateway interface protocol in perl scripts, for 

communication with web browsers 

 DBI: a general purpose database access module 

 Tk: a simple GUI module 

POD Documentation 

Introduction 
 Other than commenting with #, Perl provides the POD (Plain Old Documentation) facility, which 

is a good way to document Perl scripts and modules 

 POD can happily live with the code it is associated with. Perl interpreter simply ignores POD text 

during execution 

 POD text starts from a line beginning with = and an identifier (POD Directives). It finishes with a 

line beginning with =cut. Vertical whitespace is important! 

 Simple example: 

# some code here ... 

  

=head1 

  

Text goes here. 

  

=cut  

 # More code here ... 

POD Directives 
 They produce headings at different levels. Similar to <H1>, <H2>, etc. tags in HTML. 

 =pod: This directive tells the interpreter to ignore the lines after it until the next =cut. 

 =for <Translator> (for example: =for html, =for text, =for man) 

 The for directive indicates that the rest of the paragraph is only for the specified translator, such 

as html translator, plain text translator or 

 =begin <Translator>, =end <Translator> 

 This begin-end block is similar to the =for directive but can include multiple paragraphs. The text 

format in the following example will be reserved in its text translation. An example: 

=for html 

<center><img src = "http://host.com/image/figure1.jgp"></center> 

 =over NUMBER, * =item SYMBOL, * =back 

 This over-item-back block specifies an itemized list. NUMBER defines the indentation of each 

item. For example =over 4 is to indent 4 spaces. 

 I<text>: to produce italicised text. 

 B<text>: to bolden the text. 

 C<text>: for literal code which should be better in a fixed-width font, such as Courier. 

 E<escape>: for escape characters. 
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Exception Handling 
 die("message"): exits the program and produces a message 

 warn("message"): sends an error message to STDERR, does not terminate program 

 Without a trailing newline, the file name and line number will be automatically appended. With 

a newline '\n', these information will not be included in the error messaged 

warn "This is a warning!" if $bug; 

warn "This is another warning\n" unless $nobug;  # wont include file name in message 

 Both die and warn support special tokens __FILE__ and __LINE__ which are the current file 

name and line number respectively. For example: 

die "Errors in ", __FILE__, ", line ", __LINE__, " !\n" if $bug; 

 eval(expression or block): evaluates the statements and catches any possible run-time errors 

(even fatal errors) 

 Error messages from exceptions are saved in a special variable, $@, by the eval function. If 

there is no error, then $@ is set to the null string "" 
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Python 

Basic Syntax 

Regular Expressions 
 The regular expressions module is called 're' 

 re.search(pattern,string):  

 re.split(pattern,string): will split the string  

Declarations 
 Variables do not start with any special character 

 num = 30 

 word = "this" 

 To delete a variable: del num 

Statements versus Expressions 
 Everything in python is an expression, but not everything is a statement 

 Statements are only lines of code where you explicitly tell python to 'do something', such as 

print output, open a file, or assign a value to a variable 

 Expressions are simply evaluated and this value returned, like adding to numbers 

 Only expressions can be used in conditional statements 

Operators and Special Characters 
 Exponentiation: **, e.g. 3 ** 3 = 27 

 is: operator which tells us if two variables are bound to the same object 

 Core operators not, and, or are written as english words 

 Examples: 

if action == 'list' or password == 'Ptang!': 

    do_it() 

while not bored: 

    do_something() 

 sys.argv is a list containing all command-line arguments, where sys.argv[0] is always the name 

of the script itself. Need to import sys module first before using 

 range(start,end,increment): outputs a list of integers beginning at start (default of zero) of 

endpoint end-1 (end itself is never included), and incrementing by increment (default of 1) 

range(3) 

>>>[0,1,2] 

range(-10, -100, -30) 

>>>[-10, -40, -70] 

 The single underscore _ means "the last result" (NOT the last command) 

Variables 

Variable Typing 
Variables in Python are strictly typed, which means that once they are first declared, their type is fixed 

and can never be changed. It is important to understand that only the underlying variable is strictly 

typed (that is the place in memory). The label bound to this underlying object can be changed. 
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Thus, if we say: 

i = 1 

j = i 

i = 'two' 

 

Here we first define i as an int, then provide a new label by which to access this same variable (j). We 

then redefine i to be a new type (a string). This instantiates a new variable of type str, and associates 

the old namespace label "i" with that object. However, it does not change j, because j is an int and so 

cannot take on the value of a string. 

Types of Variables 
 Int: integer 

 Float: define as 2.0e-3 

 Str: string 

 Bool: boolean, with 0 being false and all else being true 

 unicode: unicode strings contain multi-byte characters, allowing accented character sets and 

the myriad of other glyphs that ASCII does not cater for. Unicode strings look like regular strings 

but are preceeded with a u: 

print u'\u20ac' 

>>>€ 

 None is special. It has its own type (NoneType), and takes the value FALSE. 

Returning Type 
 In Python, everything you can refer to is an object. This includes files, functions, exceptions, 

modules, numbers, strings, lists, etc 

 The built-in function type() returns an object's type object: 

o type('Hello'): <type 'str'> 

o type(23): <type 'int'> 

o type('23'): <type 'str'> 

o type( ([1,2,3], None, 'Hi!') ): <type 'tuple'> 

o type([]): <type 'list'> 

Strings 
 Escape character: \, e.g. 'Don\'t panic' 

 Newline: \n 

 Tab: \t 

 Multiline strings: ''' at start of the first line and at the end of the last line. Don't need any other 

quotes 

 len("string"): returns an integer equal to the length of "string" 

 Joining strings: use "Ex-" + "Parrot" or "Ex" "Parrot". Placing a comma between strings will 

separate the strings by a space; the other two methods joint the strings with no separation 

 Repeating strings: use * times operator, e.g "test" * 2 = "testtest" 

 char(65): takes in a number and returns its corresponding ASCII symbol 

 ord("D"): taes in a character and returns its ASCII value 

String Methods 
 string.strip(): strip whitespace from both sides of a string 

 string.rstrip: strip whitespace from the right side only (similar for left side) 
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 string.split("&"): split the string at the character '&', returning a list 

 string.join(list): join the sequence of strings stored in list by the deliminator "string" 

 string.upper(): convert to upper case 

 string.title(): convert to Title Case 

Printing Strings 
 print "Hello world" 

 More complex example: 

word = "Ni" 

print "We are the knights who say", word 

We are the knights who say Ni 

 A trailing comma on the end of a print statement (print b,) means "do not end the line" 

 print "this" "that" 

>>>thisthat 

 print "this"+"that" 

>>>thisthat 

 print "this","that" 

>>>this that 

 print a,b (where a="this", b="that") 

>>>this that 

 print a b 

>>>ERROR 

Control Flow 

Conditional Statements 
 Indentation is a core element of proper syntax in python 

 Example: 

if condition: 

    statements 

    statements... 

elif some other condition: 

    some other statements ... 

else: 

    statements 

 Control structures cannot have empty bodies. Use pass to avoid this error 

Loops 
 The basic while loop structure is as follows: 

while condition: 

    statement 

    statement 

    statements... 

 The basic for loop structure is as follows: 

for var in list: 

    statements... 

 The range() function generates a list of numbers: 
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for i in range(5): 

   print i 

 continue: jumps to beginning of next loop iteration 

 break: immediately exits the loop 

 

Data Structures 

Sequence Types 
 Strings, lists, and tuples are all sequence types 

 Sequence types all support the following operations: 

x in s True if an item of s is equal to x, else False (1) 

x not in s False if an item of s is equal to x, else True (1) 

s + t the concatenation of s and t (6) 

s[i] i'th item of s, origin 0 (3) 

s[i:j] slice of s from i to j (3), (4) 

s[i:j:k] slice of s from i to j with step k (3), (5) 

len(s) length of s 
 

min(s) smallest item of s 
 

max(s) largest item of s 
 

 Sequences support taking slices: 

"Python"[1:4] 

>>> 'yth' 

"Python"[2:] 

>>> 'thon' 

"Python"[:3] 

>>> 'Pyt' 

"Python"[1:-1] 

>>> 'ytho' 

Tuples 
 Defined as follows: a = (1,2,3), b = ("bob", 5.6, "set", ("another", "layer")) 

 Accessed as follows: a[0], b[4][1] 

 Tuples are immutable - you cannot change a tuple's elements. Attempting to modify the tuple 

will result in an error 

 Tuples use less memory than lists 

 Tuples may be passed as keys into dictionaries, while lists may not 

 len(tuple): returns the number of elements (nested tuples count as one element) 

 Returning a tuple can allow us to return more than one value from a function 

Lists 
 Defined as follows: a = [1,2,3], b=["bob",4.3] 

 Accessed as follows: a[0], b[4] 

 If negative numbers are used, the list counts from the end: a[-] is the last element 

 Lists are similar to tuples, except that they are more flexible. They can be changed 
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 list.append("stuff"): append "stuff" to the end of a list 

 list.remove("stuff"): remove the first element if list whose value is "stuff" 

 list.insert(num,"thing"): insert "thing" before element num (starting at 0) 

 list.pop(2): remove the 2nd element from the list and return it as output 

 To simply delete an element from a list without returning it as output, use del list[0] 

 list.count(3): returns the number of times '3' appears in the list 

 list.sort(): returns a sorted list 

 len(list): returns the number of elements 

 To check if "thing" appears in list: "thing" in list (returns true or false) 

Dictionaries 
 Dictionaries are lists of paired elements: a key and a corresponding value 

 Keys must be unique, but values do not 

 Note that dictionaries are unordered 

 All immutable objects, including strings, integers, and tuples, are valid keys 

 Defined as: dic = {"key":"value","key1":"value"} 

 To define an empty dictionary: emptydic = {} 

 Accessed as: dic["key"] 

 To check if "key" appears in dic: "key" in dic (returns true or false) 

 To perform a safe retrival (returning None rather than KeyError if key is not found) use: 

dic.get("key") 

 To get a list of all keys in a dictionary: dic.keys() 

Sets 
 Python also includes a data type for sets. A set is an unordered collection with no duplicate 

elements 

 To create a set, simply pass a list into the function set() 

 Sets are immutable 

 Like other collections, sets support x in set, len(set), and for x in set 

 Being an unordered collection, sets do not record element position or order of insertion 

Garbage Collection 
Python keeps a count of how many references there are to each object. For example, here there are 

two references to the object '1' 

a=1 

b=a 

If we delete both labels: 

del a 

del b 

The object becomes orphaned, and will be freed (i.e. the memory will be reallocated) automatically 

during the next cleanup cycle. 

Functions 

Defining Functions 
 Define a function using the following syntax: 

def function_name(arg1, arg2): 

    code 
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    code 

    return result 

 To include optional arguments, you must define a default value: 

def hello(name="Unknown"): 

 If a function has many optional arguments, they can be specified by name rather than position 

The function call will contain name=value pairs in its brackets. 

def foo(a, b=1, c=2, d=3, e='Bob'): 

Lambda Functions 
 Python supports an interesting syntax that lets you define one-line mini-functions on the fly 

 A lambda function definition consists of the keyword lambda, a list of arguments, a colon and an 

expression 

add = lambda a,b: a+b 

 This does the same thing as: 

  def add(a,b): 

    return a+b 

Special Functions 
 map(function,[data]): applies a function to every element of a sequence, returning a list of 

results for every original element 

def square(x):  

    return x*x 

map(square,[1,2,3,4,5]) 

>>> [1,4,9,16,25] 

 filter(function, [data]): applies a function to every element of a sequence, returning a list of 

original elements for which the function evaluated true 

def check(s): 

   return len(s)==5 

filter(check,[' Amy', 'Basil', 'Clara', 'Desmond']) 

>>> ['Basil', 'Clara'] 

 reduce(function, [data]): applies a function (which must have two arguments) to all elements in 

a sequence, returning a single result 

def add(a,b): 

    return a+b 

reduce(add, [1,2,3]) 

>>> 6 

File Handling 
 open(name,mode): returns a file handle object 

 mode can be "r" for reading, or "w" for writing, or "a" for appending to the file 

 filehandle.read(): reads the entire file, returning a string 

 filehandle.write("text"): overwrites the file or appends to the file depending on the mode 

 filehandle.readline(): reads the next line and returns a string 

 filehandle.readlines() reads all the lines in a file returning each line as an element in a list 

 One can also iterate across a filehandle: 

f = open("example.txt", "r") 

for line in f: 
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    print line 

 close(filehandle) should always be used after one is finished with the file 

 It is good practise to wrap file operations in atry/finally block: 

f = open("/tmp/myfile", "w") 

try: 

    f.write(mydata) 

finally: 

    f.close() 

 os.path.isfile("/file.txt"): returns true if the file exists 

 os.path.getsize(filename): returns the file size in bytes 

Object-Oriented Programming 

Python data Model 
 In python, everything is an object. This includes files, functions, exceptions, modules, variables, 

lists, strings 

 Each object is identified by a unique ID, an integer unique to that specific object 

 To find an object's ID use id(object) 

 The is operator tests whether two variables reference the same object by checking that the 

objects have the same ID 

 Python objects contain 3 pieces of information: 

o The identity - a unique integer identifying that object 

o The type of the object - a value identifying the object's type 

o The value of the object - the actual data the object contains 

 Any names (i.e. variables, functions or classes) bound within a function call are local to that 

function. They behave much like local variables in other languages. 

 All symbols defined in the module are accessible as the module object's attributes. For example, 

if urllib.py defines a function named urlopen, it is accessible as urllib.urlopen. 

Classes and Instances 
 Classes define the behaviour of their instance objects. Instances hold the data associated with 

that behaviour 

 The built-in data types in Python are all classes. So int is a class, and the int objects you create 

are instances of the int class. A class may be thought of as the type of instance object 

 Defining a class: 

class classname(object): 

    def method1(self, args): 

        body of method1 . . . 

    def method2(self, args): 

        body of method2 . . . 

class_attribute1 = 'value' 

 An instance of a class is created by calling the class as if it were a function 

class myclass(object): 

    pass 

anobject = myclass() 

anotherone = myclass() 
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Methods 
 Methods are functions declared in a class definition 

class hello(object): 

   def hi(self): 

        print 'hi!' 

 The first argument of any method must always be the "self" argument 

Attributes and Variables 
 Classes can have data associated with them; these are called attributes.  They are defined: 

class example(object): 

    value = 'spam' 

 To access a class attribute one must first instantiate the class: 

o = example() 

o.value 

>>> 'spam' 

 Assigning a value to the same named attribute on an instance does not affect the class attribute: 

o.value = 'eggs' 

o.value 

>>> 'eggs' 

p = example() 

p.value 

>>> 'spam' 

 Instance variables (data belonging to an instance object) are referred to as attributes of the 

instance (i.e. the self argument). Instance variables are not part of the class definition 

 Instance variables can be set simply by defining them: 

myobj = example() 

myobj.value = 'bar' 

myobj.value 

>>> 'bar' 

Constructors and Destructors 
 If a class has a method named __init__, it is called when an instance is created, and it is called 

the class constructor 

 The constructor should set up instance data and anything else the object needs. 

 Example: 

class example(object): 

   def __init__(self, value=None): 

      self.value = value 

 An object's __del__ method is invoked when an object is about to be destroyed 

 All names with special meaning to Python begin and end with two underscores (__). Some 

others include __str__ object as a string, __int__ object as an integer and __nonzero__ object 

as True or False 

Subclass and Inheritance 
 A class must be derived from another class, even if that class is just 'object' 

 A derived class inherits its base class' methods, unless it overrides them 
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 To make a class a subclass of another class, put the base class' name after its in parentheses i.e. 

class mouse(rodent): would specify that the mouse class is a subclass of rodent 

 For example, we can then create a sphere class based on the circle class: 

class Circle(object): 

  def getRadius(self): 

    return self.radius 

class Sphere(Circle): 

  def getVolume(self): 

Modules 
 Modules are simply collections of related functions, variables, and classes that are packaged 

together for convenient reuse 

 In order to use a module, it must first be imported using the 'import <module name>' command 

 Modules are defined by placing some introductory remarks in a docstring, and then simply 

defining all variables, classes, and functions as normal 

 Methods and classes for a module foo are accessed as foo.method() 

 The special variable __name__ should be defined as the author of the module 

 __doc__ contains the module's documentation string 

 __file__ tells you where the module's source is 

 Note that a program is a script which is executed and does some task, while a module is a 

source file which is imported and defines things for programs to use 

Example Module 
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Important Modules 
 sys: access to various Python runtime methods and variables, including standard IO, 

environmental variables, command line 

o sys.argv[1:]: all command line arguments 

 os: access to operating system services, including files, directories, processes 

 datetime: functions dealing with date and time 

o time(): returns number of seconds since the Epoch 

 random 

o random.seed(1) 

o random.random(): 0.13436424411240122 

o random.randint(1, 10): 9 

 urllib2: provides access to remote web content, including http, ftp and gopher files 

 stat: extracts information about files 

 tempfile: generates temporary files and directories 

 glob: matches pathnames 

 shutil: shell-like utilities, including operations on files and directories 

 cgi: allows writing of server side scripts 

 wsgiref: interface between web pages and web apps written in python 

 htmllib: HTML parser module 

 stringIO: stores string data in memory 

 struct: converts C structs into python 

 difflib: compare sequences, files directories, html, etc for differences 

 pprint: 'pretty print' complex data structures 

 math: basic math functions 

 decimal: support for decimal floating point arithmetic 

 optparse: passing command-line options 

 logging: funtionality for error logging system 

 getpass: password prompt 

 pickle: object serialization mechanism 

 marshal: read and write python values to binary 

 anydbm, sqlite3: database access 

 gzip, zipflie, tarfile: manipulate zip/tar files 

 csv: import and export of csv spreadsheets and databases 

 socket: networking functionality, data transmission 

 email: basic email sending capabilities 

 json: lightweight data exchange 

 base64: encoding binary into text strings 

 ogg, ao, mad: playing mp3 or ogg files 

 Image: image manipulation 

 pyglet: games and images 

 doctest, unitest: used for testing scripts 

Docstrings 
 A docstring is a string literal that occurs as the first statement in a module, function, class, or 

method definition. Such a docstring becomes the __doc__ special attribute of that object 

 For consistency, always use """triple double quotes""" around docstrings 
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 Multi-line docstrings consist of a summary line just like a one-line docstring, followed by a blank 

line, followed by a more elaborate description 

 The docstring for a function or method should summarize its behavior and document its 

arguments, return value(s), side effects, exceptions raised, and restrictions on when it can be 

called (all if applicable) 

 The docstring for a class should summarize its behavior and list the public methods and instance 

variables 

 The docstring for a module should generally list the classes, exceptions and functions (and any 

other objects) that are exported by the module, with a one-line summary of each. (These 

summaries generally give less detail than the summary line in the object's docstring). 

Exception Handling 
 To raise an exception, use the keyword raise, followed by the name of the error 

raise NameError('hi there') 

>>> Traceback (most recent call last): 

>>>  File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module> 

>>> NameError: hi there 

 Python comes with a standard set of exceptions for certain types of conditions, for example: 

o TypeError for mismatched types 

o KeyError for attempts to access nonexistent keys 

o ValueError for illegal values (i.e. parameters out of range) 

 Exceptions that are expected can be intercepted and handled by blocks of code: 

try: 

    1/0 

except ZeroDivisionError: 

    print "Sorry, your divisor was zero; try again." 

finally: 

    print 'oh, and the finally clause too' 

 If you include a finally clause in your try block any code in that block will always be run once 

your try block is finised, even if an exception or return statement finishes it early 


